Pop Corn Kernel Corn on the Cob Instructions

Materials:
- An empty toilet paper roll
- Yellow construction paper
- Green construction
- Popcorn kernels
- Glue
- Tape
- Scissors

Instructions:
1. Cut a rectangle out of the yellow construction paper. It should be the size that it can fit around the surface area of the toilet paper roll.
2. Glue popcorn kernels all over the yellow rectangle. Give it ample time to dry!
3. Cut two ovals out of the green construction paper as leaves.
4. After the kernels are completely dry, tape the yellow rectangle around the toilet paper roll.
5. Tape the green leaves on the back in the same place the rectangle was taped.

Find more enrichment activities and other resources at NoKidHungryNC.org
Share pictures of your completed craft with @NoKidHungryNC on Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram
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